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A TOPOLOGICAL TRANSLATION OF A

FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM IN CLUSTER SET THEORY

J. A. EIDSWICK

ABSTRACT.   Two conjectures related to the problem of finding a

"large" family of approach curves along which cluster sets can be

preassigned are shown to be equivalent to special cases of the normal

Moore space conjecture.

1.   In [4] the author posed the following problems for real-valued func-

tions / of two real variables.   (Here "approach curves" approach the origin

and Cif, y) denotes the cluster set of / at 0 along the curve y.)

I. Find a "small" subset F~  of the set F  of all approach curves such

that for each function /, \Cif, yQ): yQ eFQ\ determines Cif, y) for all y in

r.
II. Find a "large" subset FQ  of F such that to any collection

iC(yQ): y. € FA of closed sets there corresponds a function / such that

Cif, yQ) = CiyQ) for all yQ in FQ.

A satisfactory solution of Problem I was found in [4] by generalizing

Rosenthal's "Approach Curve Theorem", but Problem II was only partially

solved.  It was conjectured that "A family r„  is a solution of Problem II if

and only if F~  has a nonintersecting truncation".   Put another way, the

conjecture is that a family  FQ   satisfies the condition of Problem II if and

only if it is somehow possible to "clip" the curves of r„   in such a way

that theresulting family of "stubs" (minus the origin) is nonintersecting.

In this paper it is shown that the above conjecture is equivalent to the

normal Moore space conjecture for a certain family of spaces.   In these

spaces, collectionwise Hausdorff implies collectionwise normality.   Con-

sequently the conjecture is consistent with the usual axioms of set theory.

Conjecture (1) of [4] is similarly translated and its consistency established.

For the definition of a Moore space and the general status of the Moore

space conjecture, see [ll], [5] - [7], [12]—[14]; for the theory of cluster sets,

see [3] and [8].

2.   For a family FQ  of approach curves, let X(rn) consist of (a) the

points of the punctured plane R   - iO] and (b) the curves of ro  (thought of
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as copies of the origin).   Put the discrete topology on R    - iOi and take as

a neighborhood basis of a point yQ   of r„   the truncations of yQ  (regarded as

point-sets in R  , the origin being replaced by the point yQ).   The topological

space generated is clearly  T ,   and developable.

As in [4], a family Vn  is called comparable if every pair of curves from

Tn  has a nonintersecting truncation.   Recall that a necessary condition for

rn   to be a solution of Problem II is that it be comparable.

Theorem 1.   For any family TQ  of approach curves,

(i)   A(rn)  is a Moore space if and only if Tn   l's comparable,

(ii)   XiYA)  is normal if and only if T.   is a solution of Problem II, and

(iii)   XiYA)  is collectionwise normal if and only if T0  has a noninter-

secting truncation.

Corollary 1.   The following assertions are equivalent:

(T)  A family V-  is a solution of Problem II if and only if T^  has a

nonintersecting truncation.

(M)   Every normal Moore space X(r.)  is metrizable.

Corollary 2.   Assertion (T) is consistent with the usual axioms of set

theory.

By the usual axioms is meant the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms together

with the axiom of choice (ZFC).

Proof of (i).   Clearly, a family T-   is comparable if and only if the

space A'(ro)  is Hausdorff.   Also, if T0   is comparable, then basic neighbor-

hoods of points of type (b) are closed, and it follows that X(rn)  is regular.

Proof of (ii).   If YQ   is a solution of Problem II, then any two disjoint

subsets of r„   can be separated by disjoint open sets.   To see this, let

I-1,   and r,   be disjoint subsets of I"",   and let / be a function such that

C(f, y) = iOJ or ill  according as y is in T,   or T^.   By definition of cluster

set, there exist truncations  T.   and  T2   of   Y.   and Y2, respectively, such

that / is less than V2 on T    and greater than Vi  on  T,. The desired separa-

tion is given by:   Ul = T1 U Tj, U 2 = T2 U Y2.   To prove normality of

X(rQ), let Cj   and C2  be disjoint closed subsets and put T, = Cj Pi T.,

T2    - C2 n Tq, Dj = Cj - Tj, D2 = C2 - T-.   Then it is easy to see that a

separation is given by:  (il\ - D2) U Dj, (U2 - Dj)  U D2.

The converse will be proved in stages.   First, consider the case where

C(yQ) is either iOi or ill  for every yQ £ Tq.   In this case, normality of

X(rQ) implies that Tj = iyQ £ ro: C(yQ) = \0}\ and T2 = iy0 £ T0: C(yQ) =

ill! can be separated by disjoint open sets  U.   and U7, and we need only

define / so that f(U 1 - Tj) = 0  and f(U2 - T.,) = 1.

Next suppose every Ciy.) consists of a single point ciyA) - S?"c (y„)/2n

where each   c (y.)  is either 0 or 1.   For each 72, let /    be a function on
n ' 0 ' ' n
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R    with range [O, l! such that C(fn, yQ) = \cniy0)\ for every y0 e FQ, and define

fip) = Sj7n(p)/2* for p eR2.   Then for each yQ, lim fip) = ciyQ) as p — 0 along

y0; i.e., Cif, yQ) = C(yQ) for every y0 e rn.  More generally, if each CiyD consists

of a single point in [— oo, oo], let <tj be any homeomorphism from [— °°, oo] onto [0, l]

and let g be a function on R    such that Cig, yQ) = (piCiyQ)) for eveiy y0 e FQ.

Then C(d>~lg, yQ) = C(yQ) for every y0 e T0.

The following modification of Bettazzi's construction (cf. [8, p. 319])

completes the proof of (ii):   For yQ e FQ, let iflj(yQ), a2(yQ), • • • ! be a

countable  dense subset of C(yQ)  and for each m, let /     be a function such

that C(f   , yQ) = \a   (yQ)\ for every y.  e FQ.   Next, let the sequence of

annuli A    = \p: l/in + l) < |p| < l/n\, n = 1, 2, • • • , be partitioned into a

denumerable number of subsequences.   Finally, define fip) = /  ip) on the

annuli from the mth subsequence to get Cif, yn) = Ciy.) tor every yn e F-.

Proof of (iii).   If X(ro) is collectionwise normal, then the discrete

subspace F~   can be separated and hence I-1,   has a nonintersecting trunca-

tion.   Conversely, let \C : a e A \ be a discrete collection of closed sets

and let F   = Ca O FQ, £>a = Ca— Fa.   If T is a nonintersecting truncation of

Tg, let Ta, a e A, be the restriction of T to Fa.   Then  the  open  sets

«Ta U r^ " "C^V U °<x > separate the sets  Ca.

Proof of Corollary 1.    By a theorem of Bing [l], metrizability is equiva-

lent to collectionwise normality for Moore spaces.   Hence, both statements

are equivalent to "normality implies collectionwise normality" for the

spaces X(rQ).

Proof of Corollary 2.    Follows from [6].

We turn now to the more basic nonintersecting truncation problem of

[4] and its translation.   For a set S  of real numbers and a real-valued

function m  defined on S, let iS, m) denote the family of half-lines y - mis)x

+ s, x > 0, s e S.   It is easy to see that a family  iS, m) has a nonintersecting

truncation if and only if

(a) There exists a positive function  p on S   such that

(mis) - m(t))/it - s) < maxipis), pit))

whenever s, t,  e S, s / t.    Conjecture (1) of [4] is that (a) is equivalent to

(j8) For each decomposition (A, B) of S there exists a positive function

p on S  such that

imia) - mib))/ib - a) < maxipia), pib))

whenever a e A, b e B.

The equivalence question resembles Bing's question     (b) implies

(a)" of [2].   Indeed, it was this resemblance that led Smith [10] to a proof

of the consistency of "(j8) implies (a)".   A more direct proof is given here.

To each family (5, m)  associate a "picket fence space"  XiS, m)  as
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follows:   The points of X(S, m) are the points of the right half-plane x > 0

together with the points of 5, the right half-plane is given the discrete topol-

ogy,  and basic neighborhoods  of points  s  of S  are the truncated lines y =

7??(s)x + s, 0 < x < r, r > 0.

Theorem 2.   For any family (S, m),

(i)   X(5", 777)  is a Moore space,

(ii)   X(S, rri)  is normal if and only if (/3), and

(iii)   X(S, m)  is collectionwise normal if and only if (a).

Corollary 1.    The following assertions are equivalent:

(T)   (a)  is equivalent to (/8).

(M)   Every normal Moore space X(S, m)  is metrizable.

Corollary 2.   Assertion (T) is consistent with the usual axioms of

set theory.

Proofs.  It is easy to see that ((A) holds if and only if for each decom-

position (A, B) of S, there exists a truncation of (S, m)  such that no

truncated line from (A, 772)  intersects a truncated line from (B, 777).   Thus,

in the terminology of [14], (a) holds if and only if S  is separated and (/3)

holds if and only if S  is normalized.   Parts (ii) and (iii) now follow as

in the proof of Theorem 1.

Part (i)   is obvious and the corollaries follow as in Theorem 1.

Remark.   It can be shown that if (S, m) has a nonintersecting truncation

for every  777, then every subset of S  is relatively  Fa.   This implies that

conjecture (2) of [4]  is  false.   Conjecture (3) of [4] is also false.

Question.   Does there exist a nonmetrizable normal picket fence space?

In particular, if S  is a Q-set (an uncountable set every subset of which is

relatively  F   ), is it possible to find 777   such that (S, m) has no nonintersect-

ing truncation?
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